
The Crichton Centre for Memory and Wellbeing
Merrick Site, The Crichton

The Proposal 

To demolish Merrick, the former hospital laundry, which commands a prominent 
and strategic position within The Crichton and replace it with a high quality inspiring 
new building as a centre for reflection, research and wellbeing with a specialism of 
international significance in art and wellbeing.

The Crichton Centre for Memory and Wellbeing 

The new build would provide a fitting home for:

• The Crichton Archive, which has potential to achieve UNESCO Memory of the 
World Status for The Crichton Royal

• The Crichton Heritage Centre, which would enhance our understanding and, 
where appropriate, celebrate the 180 year heritage and innovation in the provision 
of mental health care. It would recognise the international importance of The 
Crichton Royal’s contribution to the development of mental health services and the 
innovative use of open space and the arts in healthcare and wellbeing

• An accessible intergenerational academic Library and Learning Resource Centre

• A regional Art and Land Archives and Research Centre

• A Visual Arts Gallery and Exhibition Space to house the NHS Dumfries and 
Galloway and Dumfries and Galloway Council ‘Crichton Collections’ comprising 150 
years of patient’s artwork, as well as other visiting exhibitions.

#TheCrichton
www.crichton.co.uk
01387 247544
CentreforMemory@crichton.co.uk



The Merrick Site

The Merrick site is positioned in the centre of the 85-acre estate at The Crichton and 
sits adjacent to Crichton Central (our new co-working and collaboration space) and 
close to both the business park and academic campus. 

We envisage the approach to the building will be from the East with an outlook to a 
large area of mature grounds and trees.  The open contemplative space to the front of 
the building would complement the building itself and ensure a consistent experience 
both inside and outside. 

The rear of the site drops of steeply to a courtyard area to the rear of Crichton Central 
with views dominated by the stunning Grade A listed Solway House, a former majestic 
farm building which is The Crichton’s creative home to a wide and growing number of 
artists, makers and musicians. 

Plans are also being developed to make The Crichton home to a new Sculpture Park, 
which will further enhance the grounds and provide an artistic response to the history 
and wellbeing legacy of the site.  

There is potential to use the drop in levels to create an indoor terrace or avenue 
leading from the front of the building to the lower level towards Solway House and 
Crichton Central. The avenue would strengthen the, currently problematic, connection 
between the academic campus and business estate. 

The Merrick Site is surrounded by stunning views, mature grounds and trees and 
historic sandstone architecture.

East Elevation: View to mature grounds and trees 
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Our Ambition

We envisage the new build to be an architecturally significant building, carbon neutral 
(or better) and one which is as much a piece of art and wellbeing in the landscape 
as the art it will seek to celebrate, research and reflect. Sited within the conservation 
area of The Crichton and close to Grade A and B listed buildings, it is important that 
the new building responds positively and enhances its surroundings. 

We see The Crichton Centre for Memory and Wellbeing as a home for individual 
research and a central library and resource centre to provide space for students, 
prospective students and entrepreneurs to research and write. With this in mind the 
building will be designed to create quiet thinking and reading spaces. 
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